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G raphical reproductions of human anatomical structures and their motions are of significant interest to the medical illustration and simulation fields. With advances in computer graphics technology, researchers can render medical illustrations not only on paper but also digitally, allowing multimedia interactivity between users and a virtual human body.
The computer graphics research community has made efforts to offer increasingly realistic visual fidelity. Yet, most computer illustrations are primarily passive-that is, they're digital reproductions of their paper counterparts. Although users can view the anatomical elements interactively through HTML-like links-with sound and text descriptions, for example-most available systems can't depict the human anatomical structure's motion.
Skeletal muscles deform when the body moves. Simulating the muscles' movement and deformation represents a tremendous technological challenge because of their complex shapes and material properties. Although some illustration systems can visualize some basic movements, they primarily display movements as prerecorded animations.
In this article, we present a technique that simulates muscle motion and deformation based on the muscle's physical properties. Our objective is to provide a computationally efficient method that displays a muscle's deformed shape as it moves for use in medical illustration and education. system architecture Our prototype system consists of four functional modules: skeletal animation, muscle acquisition, muscle deformation, and rendering. The skeletalanimation module's main function is to animate the human skeletal structure using recorded or hand-animated motion data. The muscleacquisition module constructs a full 3D geometric model for each muscle. We used commercially available muscle models as well as muscle shapes from the Visible Human Project (VHP) 1 to ensure model accuracy. The muscle-deformation module is the most important because it deforms muscles based on their mechanical properties and reactions. Our technique, however, differs from full-scale simulations for medical treatments in which medical personnel must consider the muscles' detailed shapes and interactions, making accuracy essential. Our intent is to mimic defor-mations efficiently and convincingly rather than representing deformations with high accuracy because the heavy computing costs incurred aren't justified for medical illustration. Finally, the rendering module displays the anatomical structure.
To maintain fast graphical frame rates and simulation accuracy, we used a hybrid simulation method. Specifically, we used a mechanical simulation technique, the mesh-free method, to compute the large deformations of various muscles, which lets us formulate several key muscle-deformation poses accurately for storage in the deformed-muscle library. We can then produce muscle poses by blending existing deformed muscle shapes during runtime. Using this method, we gain computation speed and simulation accuracy for realistic and fast responses. Figure 1 shows our system's software architecture, which we developed with OpenGL and the C++ programming language; the overall system flow consists of a preprocessing and a runtime simulation phase. In the preprocessing phase, we construct all muscle models from the VHP data set or from hand-modeled muscle meshes. We include precomputed muscle-deformation poses by using the mesh-free method to achieve fast simulation responses. The runtime operations include physically based muscle deformations from the mesh-free method, collision detection, and realistic rendering.
We provide two different computation engines from which users can choose based on their requirements for realism, accuracy, and response speed. We developed our prototype system on a Pentium 4 3-GHz PC with 1 Gbyte of RAM and a 128-Mbyte DDR ATI Radeon 9800 Pro graphics adapter. The CPU handles the computation, including the mesh-free simulations, and the GPU is responsible for realistic rendering.
libraries
For our prototype system, we can generate all muscle models in the preprocessing phase and store them in the muscle library. We developed the geometric muscle models or meshes from Ultimate Human 3D data (www.cgcharacter.com/ ultimatehuman.html) and VHP's 2D color cryosection images using a 3D surface reconstruction method. Because it provides an accurate source of human anatomy, the VHP ensures that the muscle models are developed accurately. Figure 2 briefly describes the modeling process.
image Processing and Data segmentation
The first step in simulating muscle deformation realistically is to acquire accurate 3D meshes. We used the VHP's color cryosection images to model each individual muscle model. Withthe effective methods 2,3 currently available for contour extraction based on seed growing, we can automatically extract muscle contours and edit them interactively. Once this is completed, we store the muscle contours in the contour library indexed by VHP slice number and muscle name.
3D surface Reconstruction
A simple 3D reconstruction algorithm works fine Figure 1 . system architecture. our prototype system consists of two phases: preprocessing and runtime simulation. the preprocessing phase includes the modeling of muscle mesh and deformation poses to ensure fast simulation responses in the runtime phase. the runtime simulation phase includes muscle deformation, collision detection, and realistic rendering.
for muscles with only two extremity points, but bifurcated muscles require special treatment. To address their complexity, we introduce an extra layer of contours around the split point to link the contours on two adjacent slices in a way similar to A.B. Ekoule's method 4 and use S. Ganapathy and T.G. Dennehy's method 5 to construct the surface triangle meshes.
Because muscles are solid objects, we must also consider their internal substances, so we distribute volume points inside each muscle as well as surface points on the outside. The mesh-free method computes and captures the muscle deformations using the volume and surface points as sampling points.
We smooth the meshes to improve the visual quality of the muscle objects' surface models. Smoothing is a technique that regulates the nodal positions to improve the representations' smoothness. Smoothing doesn't affect the model's topology but will alter the surface geometry to a small extent. A common and effective technique is Laplacian smoothing, 6 which moves a point to a new place according to the average positions of its neighbors.
motion Data
Unlike other traditional passive muscle illustration systems, our system represents deformed muscles when the virtual human body is in motion. Users can interactively operate on the virtual human muscle structure, for example, by specifying a specific motion to investigate. We have two very important gearwheels for animating the muscles. The first is a motion library containing basic motion patterns (this library self-optimizes through a procedure-recording function that lets users record and store frequently used motions; users can also interactively manipulate the underlying skeleton to define motion patterns). The second gearwheel is the animation engine, which calculates the muscle's final deformation.
muscle Deformation
To maintain simulation accuracy, we exploit a physically based mesh-free method to simulate muscle deformation and contraction. This method, however, is computationally intensive and can't meet our real-time requirements. To overcome this drawback without causing a noticeable loss of accuracy, we combine the mesh-free method with geometric blending. Similar to skinning, 7 we construct a muscle-deformation library consisting of several possible muscle-deformation poses. For each muscle, we use mesh-free computation to create accurate deformations for a few typical poses. With these deformation samples in place, we can produce new muscle poses by blending these samples during the runtime phase. Thus, when the underlying skeleton moves, the muscle samples blend to generate a deformation appropriate for the skeleton position. For good blending results, samples should be evenly spaced in the deformation space and the distance between the samples should be kept small to ensure that the errors caused by the blending process are as small as possible.
Each individual muscle has its own deformation space, which is determined by the underlying skeletal bone linked to the muscle. From our knowledge of human motion, we know that each joint has a number of degrees of freedom (DOF) and there's usually a limit for each rotation. Most human muscles are linked by only two bones-for example, the forearm's extensor carpi ulnaris involves two types of deformations, one to stretch or compress when the hand lifts or drops and the other to twist the forearm when the hand and forearm perform a twisting action. The first action is pretty simple, so two muscle samples are sufficient, but the second action involves twisting up to 180 degrees in the most extreme positions, so we place six muscle samples in the deformation space. Other muscles, such as the pectoralis major, trapezius, and latissimus dorsi, span across several bones. We can simplify the muscles' movement into two major movement dimensions: arm up and down (six muscle samplings) and arm front and back (three samplings), thus the total samplings for these muscles is 18. We distribute each muscle's samplings based on an analysis of its attachment to the underlying skeleton. Because we don't include the muscle-muscle contact reaction in our current implementation, we can calculate each muscle separately and store the results in the muscle-deformation library. Figure 3 shows a muscle's force-length relationship. Muscle forces contain passive components that act in a nonlinear fashion similar to other soft tissues, and active parts act due to changes in the microcontractile element, called myofilament. We consider the muscle's strain-energy distribution in two parts. One is the contribution of the ground substance, W m , and the other is the energy in the muscle fibers, W f :
mesh-Free muscle Deformation
where C is the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, and a is the active ratio of the muscle that varies from zero to one. Researchers often model the ground substance as isotropic hyperelastic material. The fiber contribution is assembled by the active part, W act , and the passive part, W pas , following the experimental observation of Figure 3 :
Instead of using the traditional finite element approach, in which volume is divided into elements with meshes, we use the mesh-free method to solve the muscle-deformation problem numerically. The volume is discretized into a finite number of point samples. With the mesh-free method, we achieve the trade-off between efficiency and accuracy simply by distributing more or fewer points in the volume. The discretized points carry all physical properties-such as location, density, deformation, and velocity-and each point's state is affected by its neighbors. By finding the physically balanced states among all the points, we can numerically simulate muscle behavior.
Force per unit volume at point x is defined as the negative gradient of the strain-energy density with respect to this point's displacement
where u is the displacement at a given point. The differentiation operation of a function at a given point is approximated with the moving least squares method, which numerically reconstructs a continuous function from the sampling points, via computation with all its neighbors. Thus, in our mesh-free method, each point would have an associated force F, which updates the point's physical state. The acceleration of one discretized point is the force F multiplying the small volume that the point represents after dividing the mass distributed on that point. Typically, at a given time t, we know the displacement distribution u t and the velocity v t , which deduces deformation tensor C. Then we can compute the distribution of the strain energy W t (C, a) , and finally force F t at this point. Given a small timestep ∆t, we update the velocity v t + ∆t as v t + ∆v and the displacement u t + ∆t as u t + ∆v∆t. Here, ∆v is computed with the traditional implicit integration 10 scheme by solving the following equation
where I is a 3 × 3 identity matrix, and r is the mass density at the point. We approximate all the differentiation operations using the moving least squares method.
Step by step, we numerically simulate a muscle's physical changes through its movement history. As far as the implementation is concerned, a muscle's two ends are rigidly attached to the bone, so let's assume that one bone is rigidly transformed. We can select some points distributed at
Related WoRk in Muscle defoRMation
O ver the past two decades, computerized muscle modeling and deformation has become one of the primary areas of research for human character animation. We can broadly classify existing methods into two groups: geometrically and physically based methods.
Ferdi Scheepers 1 and Jane Wilhems 2 used simple geometric primitives to approximate the appearance of fusiform muscles using the geometrically based method. Scheepers also presented a general model that consists of tubular bicubic patches. 1 Although these methods tried to mimic physical reality by considering properties such as volume preservation, they used models that were too simple to represent the human muscle structure's complexity. John Chadwick and colleagues presented the first physically based technique in which muscles were deformed by embedding them into a free-form deformation (FFD) lattice. 3 one end of the muscle and regulate their positions to the respective bone's movement. For contact deformation, the movement of a point along the surface normal is restricted by penalty forces to prevent penetration, and the movement in the tangent plane is subject to friction forces. In our implementation, we consider the contact between muscles and bones, which is modeled as a contact problem between soft and rigid objects. Tendon deformation is modeled in the same way as muscles, but its strain energy contains only passive parts, which take the form of hyperelasticity.
Results
In our prototype system, we have more than 3,000 geometrical surface models including muscles, ligaments, and tendons, as well as a skeletal bone structure. The motion library contains data for basic motions, including walking, running, and jumping, and more complex ones, such as dancing. The muscle-deformation library is still under construction, but so far, we've accomplished the deformation of the major muscles of the limbs and torso. Figures 4a, 4b , and 4c show some deformation pictures.
To illustrate a muscle's motion and deformation interactively, response speed is essential. In the runtime phase, the morphing of muscle samples (called interpolation) and surface rendering take the most time. However, both processes involve very simple computations and are effectively supported by current GPU hardware. The only module that involves high computational overhead is the construction of the muscle-deformation library, which is settled in the preprocessing phase.
For the mesh-free computation, each muscle is represented with 400 discretized points. Normally, it takes no more than 3 seconds to generate a sample shape for a single muscle. If we use a coarse model with 200 points, we can reduce the computational time to one-third. Table 1 shows the computing time it took to create our muscle examples in Figure 4 . A lthough our technique's primary application is medical illustration, the technological developments we present in this article can easily apply to other uses. By considering accurate physical properties, for example, we can reproduce detailed anatomical modeling and complex interactions between soft tissues. This is useful for medical simulation and is potentially valuable for medical diagnosis of muscle-and joint-related conditions, such as those resulting from sports injuries.
Our future work will examine the complex interactions between soft tissues and the devel- opment of a theoretically more realistic contact model to represent the phenomena that occur between muscles and other soft tissues.
